
A�ordances for acting in direct manipulation interfacesRobert St. AmantDepartment of Computer ScienceNorth Carolina State UniversityEGRC-CSC Box 7534Raleigh, NC 27695-8206stamant@csc.ncsu.eduA�ordances are properties of the relationship between an agent and its physical environment, properties that allow and facilitatespeci�c types of interaction: a oor a�ords support, a chair a�ords sitting, a pen a�ords being grasped by the hand in only afew di�erent con�gurations. Software a�ordances exist as well, with the user acting the role of the agent, the interface in placeof the environment. An ideal interface would a�ord every function for which it has been designed, making its use intuitive,seemingly natural, and easily learned. Unfortunately, there exists no general theory of physical a�ordances to give us guidancein building appropriate a�ordances into software. Nevertheless the tractability of the user interface, in contrast to the physicalworld, allows us to develop a limited theory of interface a�ordances. The theory is based on a well-understood representation ofaction used in arti�cial intelligence planning systems. This article describes the theory, shows how existing interface mechanisms�t into its conceptual framework, identi�es novel interface a�ordances suggested by the framework, and outlines procedures todevelop and evaluate a�ordances in the interface.



2 �1. INTRODUCTIONThe concept of a�ordance has gained wide currency in the literature of human-machine interaction. Ana�ordance is a property of the relationship between an agent and the environment in which it exists, some-thing that the environment provides the agent, for better or worse [Gibson 1979]. These properties inuencethe way we use objects and how we interact with features of the environment. For example, we pick up apen in such a way that it �ts comfortably in the hand, ignoring all the myriad inappropriate ways that itmight be grasped. We push the buttons on a telephone, rather than trying to pull them or slide them fromside to side. We walk through doorways that have been designed to a�ord passage of our bodies, and sit inchairs designed to a�ord support for our posteriors. Our natural behavior is partly born of long experience,but also arises from properties that have been designed into these artifacts to make them appropriate forspeci�c uses.A�ordances are part of an ecological view of the world, �rst developed by Gibson [Gibson 1979]. Theecological approach is characterized by an emphasis on the situated nature of human behavior [Flach 1995;Vicente 1995]. Ecological researchers study the mutual interaction between humans and their environment,the system as a whole, rather than concentrating on human cognition in isolation. This shift in emphasisleads to a di�erent avor of research. Some researchers study simple but not well-understood problems:how is it that people can intuitively judge whether an inclined plane can be easily climbed, or a seat satupon, or a doorway passed through [Mark et al. 1990; Warren 1995]? Others concentrate on more complexproblems, including vehicle guidance and navigation, process control, even architectural design [Kirlik et al.1993; Hancock et al. 1995]. A third important area is perception, understanding how and whether people canpick up a�ordances through exploratory interaction with the environment, rather than through memory andinference [Gibson 1979; Ullman 1980; Fodor and Pylyshyn 1981; Turvey et al. 1981]. In general, ecologicalresearch attempts to explain behavior in the context of an explicit environment, based on the properties thatemerge from interaction of an agent with the environment.The notions of ecology and a�ordances have intuitive appeal for designers. In particular, user interfacedesigners have come to view a�ordances as the perceived properties of a software artifact that indicate howit can be used [Baecker et al. 1995]. To contrast this with the conventional approach, imagine the problem ofdesigning a U-shaped desk for an o�ce. One can easily specify its size and shape in physical measurements, itswidth, height, surface area, and so forth. Nevertheless, this speci�cation misses perhaps the most importantproperty of the desk: it surrounds its user with working space on three sides. Such observer-dependentproperties can be di�cult to derive or even to represent in a conventional, observer-independent language ofmeasurement [Gibson 1979; Flach 1995]. An ecological framework, on the other hand, concentrates on exactlythese properties, the activities and relationships that are a�orded to the user. If we can design artifacts withgood a�ordances for the functionality they implement, we reap obvious bene�ts, including short or negligiblefamiliarization time, high user understanding, and e�ective use of the functionality. Given these potentialbene�ts, how then can we integrate a�ordances into user interface design?Ideally, we would specify the properties of an environment (the user interface), an agent (the user), andthe kinds of actions to be supported in the interaction (the functionality of the underlying system.) Wewould then turn to a general theory to help us reason backward to the a�ordances that facilitate the actions.Unfortunately, no such general theory of a�ordances exists. Although some progress has been made inunderstanding the concept of a�ordances in the physical world [Flach et al. 1995; Hancock et al. 1995], thereis no operational, general-purpose de�nition of a�ordance that we can apply to arbitrary problems. Wesuspect that because a�ordances are so closely tied to perception and action in the physical world, a generaltheoretical account of a�ordances must await general theories of action and perception.Fortunately, the situation is not lost. We are interested not in the physical world, but in a relativelylimited avatar, the user interface. Like softbot researchers [Etzioni and Weld 1994; Etzioni et al. 1995], wecan exploit the inherent di�erences between a user interface and the physical world to our bene�t. Ourapproach begins with the development of a state-based representation of an abstract user interface and theactions, or operators, that can be applied to the interface. This representation provides the basis for alimited theory of a�ordances, where we informally use the term \theory" to denote a conceptual frameworkthat explains and predicts phenomena in a given domain. In this theory, an a�ordance is a mechanism thatallows or facilitates the execution of some operator. More speci�cally, an a�ordance preserves the conditionsnecessary for the successful completion of the operator, by reducing the execution cost of other appropriateoperators or by increasing the execution cost of inappropriate operators. The theory deals only with the



Draft, January 12, 1998 � 3actions that can be taken in the interface, such as keyboard entry, mouse movement, and mouse gesturesto activate common software widgets. It does not account for the information exchanged between the userand the system, and it does not currently extend to higher-level a�ordances for learning, communication, orother complex activities. Despite these limitations, the conceptual framework gives useful guidance aboutuser interface design and evaluation.We apply the theory to a number of mechanisms discussed in the literature of human-computer interaction(HCI), to explain how they share a common interpretation as a�ordances. We also examine some commonsequences of operations in direct manipulation interfaces, and show how the framework directly suggestsnovel a�ordances that improve the reliability of the sequences. We �nally describe a general experimentalprocedure to guide the calibration and evaluation of the implementation of an a�ordance.The remainder of this article is structured as follows. Section 2 discusses past work on the de�nition ofa�ordances and the explicit consideration of a�ordances in the design of software systems. Section 3 describesa�ordances in the physical world and how they can be applied to a simpli�ed problem space representationof the user interface. Several di�erent types of interface a�ordances, both existing and novel, are describedin detail. Section 4 illustrates how the conceptual framework of a�ordances can be applied to a speci�cexample.



4 �2. RELATED WORKA�ordance is an intuitive notion, easily described and understood through examples. Like many intuitiveconcepts, however, it is di�cult to de�ne in precise analytical terms. For example, imagine yourself inthe act of sitting down in a chair. There are at least four separate a�ordance-related concepts involved.First are the a�ordances proper: the seat of the chair is horizontal, at, extended, rigid, and approximatelyknee-high o� the ground, all relative to your own proportions and position [Gibson 1979, pp. 128-9]. Secondis your perception of these properties, the surfaces, distances, areas, textures, relationships between parts,and so forth. Third is the mental interpretation you derive from the perceptions. Fourth and �nally is theact of sitting itself. Each of these concepts has been given, at di�erent times and by di�erent authors, asthe de�nition of \a�ordance." An examination of these positions will give a better understanding of thesubtleties involved.|A�ordances are relationships or properties of relationships. We begin with Gibson's original conception,that a�ordances are what we will call ecological properties, intrinsic properties of the relationship betweenan agent and its surrounding environment [Gibson 1979, p. 143]. Many ecological researchers rely onthis de�nition, with one notable specialization: an emphasis on a�ordances for action. Kirlik and hiscolleagues, for example, de�ne an a�ordance as \a relationship between properties of the environment andproperties of an organism's action capabilities" [Kirlik et al. 1993, p. 934]. Static relationships between anagent and its environment, such as support or containment, are of less interest than the active behaviorthat the environment a�ords the agent, such as walking or sitting [Mark et al. 1990]. For researchers anddesigners interested in issues beyond perception, this is a natural shift of focus.|A�ordances are perceived properties. Baecker and Buxton write, \A�ordances are the perceived propertiesof an artifact that indicate how it can be used" [Baecker et al. 1995]. This view, common in human-computer interaction (HCI) circles, was popularized by Norman [Norman 1988]. It moves the emphasisfrom properties that exist independent of the intentions and perceptions of an agent, toward the idea thata�ordances are meant to be perceived, in order for an artifact to be used properly. Thus the perceptionsthemselves are sometimes described as being the a�ordances. While this may seem a minor di�erence, itis important from an ecological psychology point of view. As Flach writes, \[this] confuses the a�ordancesof an object with the information that speci�es the a�ordances" [Flach 1995].|A�ordances are actions. Some researchers work at a level of abstraction in which the distinction betweena�ordances and actions is blurred. Mark and colleagues, in testing the ability of human subjects to perceivewhether a seat can be sat on, de�ne a�ordances as \those actions which the particular arrangement ofenvironmental substances and surfaces will support" [Mark et al. 1990]. In a similar vein, Gaver describesa�ordances as \potentials for action" [Gaver 1991, p.79]. It is clear that these authors are using \action"and \potential for action" as a kind of shorthand, but it raises a question about whether the distinctionbetween action and a�ordance is always necessary.|A�ordances are mental constructs. A �nal view is that a�ordances are subjective in nature. Vera andSimon see a�ordances as \internal representations of complex con�gurations of external objects" [Vera andSimon 1993a, p. 41]. Gibson's original de�nition holds that a�ordances are objective, measurable propertiesin the external world. Vera and Simon's view does not deny the existence of \external" a�ordances; forexample, Newell and Simon observe that \adaptive devices shape themselves to the environment in whichthey are embedded" [Newell and Simon 1972, p. 789]. Instead, their position is that for regularities inthe world to be perceptible by an agent, some change in mental representation must occur, and it is theresulting mental structure that deserves to be called an a�ordance. These mental a�ordances are theinternal encodings of symbols denoting relationships, rather than the external situations that evoke thesymbols [Vera and Simon 1993b].It would be di�cult to bring all these di�ering viewpoints into agreement, and in fact there has beensome controversy in the cognitive science literature over just this issue [Vera and Simon 1993a; Greenoand Moore 1993; Suchman 1993; Agre 1993; Vera and Simon 1993b]. Instead, we will extract appropriateelements from each viewpoint, concentrating on the �rst and fourth de�nitions. Our goal is to construct aframework in which we can analyze the a�ordances of an interface, concentrating especially on a�ordancesfor action, to decide how to improve them and where to implement new ones. We want to provide methods toanswer the questions an ecologically-minded designer might ask: Does a given combination of factors in the



Draft, January 12, 1998 � 5environment constitute an a�ordance? How so? Does one design provide better a�ordances than another?Is the di�erence between a�ordances even amenable to measurement? How can we decide where a�ordancesare needed? Can we predict the bene�t of adding an a�ordance?Three lines of research have made relevant contributions toward this goal, by either proposing an opera-tional de�nition of a�ordance or explicitly showing how a�ordances contribute to design.The approach of Kirlik's research group is most similar in spirit to our own. They examined the supervisoryand manual control of a simulated scout craft in a dynamic uncertain environment containing friendly andhostile agents [Kirlik et al. 1993]. Tasks included locomotion, sighting, and searching. A central part oftheir study was the de�nition of a�ordance distributions. An a�ordance distribution is a multi-dimensionalarray, overlaying a map of the environment, in which numerical entries reect opportunities for action. Ahigh value in one entry of a locomotion a�ordance distribution, for example, indicates that the craft caneasily move from that position in the environment. Lower values are found along the edges of obstaclesand in cul-de-sacs. All values in an a�ordance distribution are constructed through analysis or simulation,and tuned if necessary during a model validation phase. To evaluate their system, Kirlik's group developedprocess models that exploited the information provided by a�ordance distributions to guide their behavior.Based on standard measures of performance, the process models generated behavior very similar to that ofhuman crew in the simulation. Their results support the view that a�ordances can play a signi�cant role inconstraining and guiding behavior in a complex environment.Rassmussen and Vicente's Ecological Interface Design (EID) framework addresses the relationships be-tween a�ordances, rather than a�ordances themselves [Rassmussen 1988; Vicente and Rasmussen 1990].Their approach �ts a�ordances into a means-ends hierarchical structure. They begin for illustration with alist of a�ordances identi�ed by Gibson: survival, nurturing, falling-o�, communicating, locomotion, sitting-on, swimming-over, support, bumping-into, walking-on, manufacture, getting-underneath, lifting, cutting,obstacle, sinking-into, carrying, graspable, copulation, standing-on, shelter, nutrition, drinking, breathing,and throwing [Vicente and Rasmussen 1990]. Intuitively, we tend to group these a�ordances by their sim-ilarity to one another. Cutting and lifting, for example, are more similar than cutting and locomotion.Locomotion, in turn, is more similar to communicating than to survival. A coarse decomposition classi�esa�ordances into three categories: how, what, and why. For example, a surface might provide locomotion(what), with walking the means (how) and survival the abstract goal (why). A system in which a�ordancesare directly related to one another, and in which these relationships can be directly perceived, gives anagent a way to concentrate on important problems in the system and the information necessary to solvethe problems. The hierarchy lets the agent move from abstract overviews to the details of the environment,guided by speci�c relationships between levels in the hierarchy.A third direction is suggested by Vera and Simon's view of a�ordances as mental constructs. By identifyingand categorizing invariants, an automated system might determine their relevance to its own actions, andthus capture the a�ordances of an environment [Kalish 1993]. Cohen's work is a good example of thisapproach. The Neo project is an attempt to build an agent in a simulated environment that can learnconceptual structures through its interactions with the environment [Oates and Cohen 1996; Cohen et al.1996; Cohen et al. 1997]. At the core of the Neo system is a machine learning algorithm that monitors streamsof symbolic information elements that change discretely with time and in response to the actions taken byNeo. As information elements and combinations of elements recur over time, patterns can be detected andstored in \uent" structures. Fluents are the mental constructs that represent invariant relationships in theenvironment, the a�ordances, in Vera and Simon's terminology. As Neo learns new uents, these becomenew, virtual streams of information which can be observed and learned from in turn. Fluents can be builton top of uents to create a hierarchy of a�ordances at di�erent levels of detail. Comparable approacheshave been taken in projects described in the situated action literature [Agre and Chapman 1987; Suchman1987; Agre and Chapman 1990].



6 �3. DESIGNING AFFORDANCESWe begin with a general de�nition of a�ordances in physical environments:An a�ordance for action is a property of the relationship between an agent and the environment,a property that passively allows or actively facilitates the execution of an action or set of actions.The properties called out in this de�nition have two limiting cases. If we are interested in a set ofuniform agents with �xed properties, then the agent/environment relationship will be determined by thecharacteristics of the environment, and we may informally refer to a�ordances as \properties of the things inthe environment that are relevant to their contributions to interactions that people have with them" [Greenoand Moore 1993]. This is just shorthand, though, for the more general case of a�ordances as ecologicalproperties. A similar shorthand holds for agents when the environment is held �xed; these a�ordances aresometimes called e�ectivities [Turvey and Shaw 1979]. Otherwise, the de�nition depends on the key notionsof properties that allow and facilitate actions.|Properties that allow actions: Any action that an agent �nds possible to perform in an environment isa�orded (for that agent in that environment.) We call a relationship that no more than allows an actionto proceed a simple a�ordance. Simple a�ordances are nonrestrictive in the extreme. For example, theaction of walking is a�orded by a at, extended surface, such as a oor in a room. If we were to change theproperties of the surface, by inclining it, or adding obstacles, or making it less rigid, we might �nally reacha point where we would agree that walking was not possible at all. Only then does the simple a�ordancefor walking disappear.Simple a�ordance is de�ned in black and white terms: it either exists or it does not. Though this can behard to determine in real-world, physical examples such as the one above, for some kinds of environmentsit is more straightforward. For example, a conventional jigsaw puzzle has a simple a�ordance for beingput together in only one con�guration, because the puzzle pieces will �t together in no other way. Sometoys are designed to be easily assembled|the a�ordance is identical [Norman 1988]. As we will see in ourdiscussion of user interface a�ordances, the existence of a simple a�ordance for many actions can be easilydetermined.|Properties that facilitate actions: Some a�ordances, beyond simply making an action possible, make thataction easier to perform. We call this a facilitating a�ordance. Unlike simple a�ordances, facilitatinga�ordances admit di�erent degrees of e�ectiveness. Consider the a�ordance of a hammer for striking(a nail). Imagine choosing a hammer, hefting it in one's hand, raising it high in the air, and swingingdownward until the head of the hammer hits the nail. A more powerful swing of the arm is possible withthe hammer in hand than with an empty hand. The swinging action is facilitated by several factors. First,part of what makes a hammer a hammer is its massive head, the solid properties of its wood or metalcomponents, and its relatively unrestricted mobility (in contrast, say, to a branch attached to a tree.)These are properties common to all conventional hammers, and are relevant regardless of the propertiesof the agent swinging the hammer. Second, the properties of the agent also come into play: humans havehands to grasp hammers and arms to swing them, without which abilities the swinging activity would notbe possible. Third, and most importantly, the a�ordance depends on the sometimes complex relationshipsbetween the attributes of the object and the agent. The handle of the hammer must be narrow enough to begrasped by the agent; the hand of the agent must be exible enough, strong enough, not too slippery, andso forth, to do the grasping; the hand must be empty before grasping the hammer, the arm unencumbered.Taken all together, these properties facilitate the striking of a nail with the hammer. Remove or alter aproperty in some way, and the facilitation is reduced: a hammer made of gelatin will not produce a solidimpact; a hammer without a head will not su�ciently increase the force of the swing; a slippery handmight let the hammer to y out of control.Facilitation also applies to a�ordances of environmental features, in addition to objects. A at surface,for example, a�ords support. A at surface with a high friction coe�cient, such as a stretch of sand or anarea of corrugated rubber, a�ords support and lateral stability for objects placed on it. A lower-frictionsurface, such as a smooth piece of glass or ice, a�ords support and sliding. In both cases, support isfacilitated, while other properties of each surface associate it with either lateral stability or nonstability.The inverse of facilitation, inhibition, is also relevant. Insofar as an object a�ords one set of activities, itsimultaneously renders it more di�cult to accomplish other activities. A speci�c action may even be a�orded



Draft, January 12, 1998 � 7Object Property Facilitates InhibitsHammer [Gibson 1979] Weight Arm movement Arresting movementGround [Gibson 1979] Solidity Support PenetrationCorridor [Kirlik et al. 1993] Unobstructedness Line-of-sight ConcealmentShelf [Za� 1995] Accessible height Reachability Child-proof storageDoorway [Warren 1995] Width Passage ContainmentStair riser [Mark 1987] Height Climbing Walking, rollingChair [Mark 1987] Seat height Sitting LeaningIncline [Mark et al. 1990] Steepness Crawling WalkingTable 1. Objects, properties, facilitation and inhibitionin a relative sense, if other possible actions are not as easily accomplished. For example, the shape and massdistribution of the hammer facilitate grasping at one end and swinging, but also result in an inhibition ofother relationships and activities. The hammer head is usually too awkward to be comfortably gripped;the hand holding the hammer becomes no longer available for other tasks; once in motion, the mass of thehammer makes it di�cult to stop the swinging arm. A�ordances of environmental features follow the samepattern. If a ridged surface lacks an a�ordance for lateral stability, it may a�ord heavy objects being slidacross it, or playing hockey on it. Conversely, to the extent that a smooth surface inhibits sliding, it willfacilitate lateral stability.Table 1 lists a few examples from the literature on a�ordances. Each entry lists an object, one of itsecological properties, and one example each of actions the property facilitates and inhibits. An enormousnumber of other actions are simply a�orded by these properties, but neither facilitated nor inhibited.3.1 The user interface as a problem spaceDescriptions of physical a�ordances draw on our rich understanding of objects and environments, and our ex-perience in interacting with them. Formally representing action in the physical world, with all its complexity,however, is an enormously di�cult problem. Instead, we will treat actions as part of abstract problem-solvingactivity and describe a�ordances in terms of the space in which these activities take place: a problem space.Newell and Simon de�ne a problem space as containing a set of elements, U , a set of operators, Q, an initialstate of knowledge, u0, a problem with goal G, and the knowledge available to solve the problem [Newell andSimon 1972]. A problem space describes a problem environment in discrete terms, speci�ng the properties(often in the form of logical predicates) that hold in the \world", as de�ned by U , and how the applicationof di�erent operators will change these properties. A solution to a problem involves reasoning from the stateu0 to to the state G by constructing a sequence of appropriate operators from Q. The application of eachoperator leads to a new state, in which the next operator can be applied. Because there may be many pathsfrom u0 to G, and many more paths that do not lead to a solution at all, the process almost inevitablyinvolves search.Planning is a kind of search appropriate for reasoning in problem spaces [Korf 1987; Tate et al. 1990]. Fortraditional planners, the set Q contains STRIPS operators [Fikes and Nilsson 1971]. STRIPS operators arecommonly formulated as having a precondition form and an e�ect form, both of which specify propertiesthat hold or potentially hold in the world. An operator may be applied only when its preconditions hold inthe current state. Its application results in the creation of a new state, in which the e�ects of the operatorhold. A plan is a partially ordered sequence of operators that, when applied, lead from u0 to G.A problem space representation gives a planner a simple, controllable environment in which a problem hasbeen re�ned down to its basic elements. When a problem space simpli�es a physical problem to an extreme,it is sometimes called a microworld. Microworlds are common in the introductory AI literature: Towers ofHanoi, Monkey and Bananas, Missionaries and Cannibals, and Blocksworld [Rich and Knight 1991; Russelland Norvig 1995]. The advantage of dealing with a problem space instead of a real physical environmentis that a planner, whether human or automated, can reason about the logic of problem solving instead ofabout di�cult but less immediately relevant details.As planning researchers have found, however, mapping from a solution in a problem space back to the realworld can pose some serious pitfalls. A plan generated in an abstract problem space can be only an imperfectmatch for most real, complex environments; the environment may not proceed in discrete steps, with statechanges that exactly match the planner's operators. The relevant distinction is between plan generation



8 �and plan execution. Di�culties in executing a sequence of abstract operators arise mainly from the issuesof control and uncertainty. First, the planner does not have complete control over the environment. Otheragents may interfere with the planner's activities. Time passes and the environment may change dynamicallywhile the agent acts. Second, the planner may not have enough information to perfectly predict the e�ectsof all actions. This uncertainty means that some plans cannot be guaranteed to succeed in advance ofexecution.For example, suppose that we generate a plan for the physical task of hitting a nail on the head witha hammer. Our problem space representation contains the operators Grip hammer, Raise arm, Aim, andSwing downward, which the plan orders as given. The preconditions and e�ects of these operators specifythe relative positions of the hammer and the nail, the speed of the hammer, and other relevant factors. Theconditions holding in the �nal state describe a situation in which the nail is embedded in some surface.A myriad factors can interfere to cause the failure of this plan as it is executed. The hammer could slipout of my hand, causing me to throw the hammer instead of swinging it. While I am raising the hammer,a practical joker might snatch the nail away. An extraneous noise may disturb my aim, or an unforeseenobstacle may jog my arm as I swing the hammer. I might swing too slowly or weakly, hitting the nail withinsu�cient force to drive it into the surface. All these events are examples of the pitfalls that can arise inthe transition between generating a plan in the abstract and executing it in a real environment.Let's consider now a problem space representation for the user interface, keeping these general caveats inmind. Following AI tradition, we name the problem space GUI World. Every object in the user interfacehas some set of properties. A text entry widget, for example, might have a type property whose value istext-field, a label property whose value is displayed next to it, a value property holding the contents ofthe �eld, and an active property which determines whether the text may be changed in the current context.Further, sets of interface elements and the interface as a whole have properties that correspond to theirsettings, modes, and so forth. Figure 1 shows a simple dialog and its problem space representation.The state of the interface changes dynamically: buttons become active or inactive; the size and typefaceof a segment of text can be changed by the user; menu lists may have selected and unselected items. Someoperators to e�ect these changes can be applied by the user, others by the system. We usually concentrateon the activities of the user, and think of the system's behavior as simply responding to the user. Thelist below informally describes a small set of actions and their pre- and postconditions for a single-buttonmouse interacting with an interface with an unspeci�ed set of widgets. These actions are abstract operatorschemas: in order to be executed, they need to be associated with speci�c widgets and other properties ofthe interface.|Mouse down on: The user can press the mouse button on any interface object (including the background),as long as the mouse button is not already down, the pointer is over the object, and it is unobstructed.After execution of this operator, the mouse button is in the down state and any object under the pointerbecomes activated.|Mouse up on: The user can release the mouse button under similar conditions. This operator is applicablewhen the mouse button is down. The e�ects of this operator vary, depending on any widget the pointeris over at the time of its execution. For example, button widgets become clicked, other objects selected.In all cases, the mouse button returns to its original state.|Move: This operator causes the pointer to move from its current position over some interface object to a((widget Text)(widget-type Text-box text-field)(property Text-box label "Enter value:")(property Text-box text "1.00")(widget OK-button)(widget-type OK-button button)(widget Cancel-button)(widget-type Cancel-button button))Fig. 1. A simple interface



Draft, January 12, 1998 � 9new object. It is not applicable when the mouse button is down.|Drag: This operator is the equivalent of the move operator, but with the mouse button in the down state.If the mouse down operator occurred over a movable object, that object is dragged to a given target.|Drag select: For some types of interface widgets, such as pulldown menu items, dragging causes the pointerto move from one item to the next. This operator causes the pointer to change position between drag-selectable items. It is only possible when the mouse button is down and the pointer is over a widget ofthe appropriate type.|Deactivate: Deactivation is the equivalent of a drag carried out on a non-movable object. With the mousebutton down, the user moves the pointer away from an interface object, causing it to be no longer underthe pointer, and no longer activated.|Reactivate: Reactivation occurs when the pointer is moved over a non-movable object again, with themouse button still held down, causing it to be activated once more.|Press key: This operator is used to press a key on the keyboard. It is applicable when the key in questionis not already being held down, and results in a state in which the relevant key is in a \down" state.Release key is the inverse operator.An example of a problem in this representation would be to activate a con�rmation button widget in awindow. Beginning in some initial state with the pointer over the background of the window, an appro-priate plan would contain the appropriate pointer movement and mouse actions. A representative subsetof these actions is given in a more formal representation in Figure 2, in the popular planning language ofucpop [Penberthy and Weld 1992]. This simple problem and its solution are shown in Figure 3.How faithful is the problem space we have de�ned for user interaction? It is by no means complete. Itdescribes the pointer position, for example, as simply being over some object, rather than at speci�c screencoordinates. Most of the functionality of individual widgets is not represented. Nevertheless, though manyimportant elements of user interaction are abstracted away, a useful kernel remains. We can describe theactions of moving the pointer over a button to click on it, moving the pointer to grab a scroll box to scrolla window, pulling down a menu and selecting a menu item, selecting a toolbar icon, and other sequences.Complex behavior can be had despite the simplicity of the operators, through the behaviors and states ofthe objects in the environment and the context in which the actions are taken. Pressing and releasing amouse button, for example, has a di�erent e�ect depending on whether the pointer is over a widget, the typeof widget involved, and often the internal state of the widget. This approach to building up complexity ontop of simple elements is common to many user interface development aids [Myers et al. 1990; Castells et al.1997].With an abstract plan in hand, the next problem we face is the di�culty of executing it in a real userinterface. Hutchins and others have referred to this di�culty, in a di�erent context, as the gulf of execu-tion [Hutchins et al. 1986; Norman 1991]. The gulf of execution refers to the di�culty of acting throughthe interface, of matching one's intentions to the actions that must be carried out. This corresponds exactlyto the problem of squaring a problem space solution with a solution in the physical world|that is, planexecution|with the control and uncertainty pitfalls identi�ed earlier: non-deterministic e�ects of operators,extraneous events, actions of multiple agents, passage of time, and so forth.Fortunately, and somewhat surprisingly, an abstract problem space representation can be mapped onto areal user interface without great di�culty. In fact, design guidelines for user interfaces, such as the MacintoshHuman Interaction Guidelines [Apple Computer 1992; Nielsen and Gentner 1996], can be interpreted ase�orts to limit the di�erences between the abstract representation and the real environment. In each ofthe cases below, we can rephrase an interface design guideline as an e�ort to decrease the gap between anabstract plan or action and its execution in the interface.|Consistency [Apple Computer 1992, p. 7]. Predictable behavior is a central design goal for user inter-faces [Nielsen and Gentner 1996]. When a user takes an action, such as clicking on a button or activatinga di�erent kind of widget, it is expected that the action produces the same e�ect, as long as the appropriateconditions are in place. In planning terms, this guideline tends to produce operators with deterministice�ects.|User control [Apple Computer 1992, p. 9]. From the conventional (i.e., non-agent-based) perspective onuser interaction, user control over the interface should be nearly absolute. The interface should not initiate



10 �(:operator |Mouse down on|:parameters (?object):precondition (and (not (mouse down))(pointer-over ?object)(not (obstructed ?object))):effect (and (mouse down)(when (not (eq ?object background))(object-activated ?object))))(:operator |Mouse up on|:parameters (?object):precondition (and (mouse down) (pointer-over ?object)):effect (and (not (mouse down))(when (object-activated ?object)(and (not (object-activated ?object))(when (object-clickable ?object)(object-clicked ?object))(when (not (object-moved ?object))(object-selected ?object))(when (object-moved ?object)(object-dragged ?object))))))(:operator |Move|:parameters (?source ?target):precondition (and (not (mouse down))(pointer-over ?source)):effect (and (not (pointer-over ?source))(pointer-over ?target)))(:operator |Drag|:parameters (?object ?target):precondition (mouse down):effect (when (and (object-activated ?object) (movable ?object))(and (object-moved ?object)(object-dragged-to ?object ?target))))(:operator |Drag select|:parameters (?current-item ?next-item):precondition (mouse down):effect (when (and (object-activated ?current-item)(drag-selectable ?current-item next-item))(and (not (object-activated ?current-item))(object-activated ?next-item))))Fig. 2. Operators(define (problem OK-action):domain 'interface-affordances:inits ((mouse up)(pointer-over background). . .):goal (object-clicked OK-Button))Init : (and (pointer-over Background) . . . )Step 1 : (Move (from) Background (to) OK-Button)Step 2 : (Mouse down on OK-Button)Step 3 : (Mouse up on OK-Button)Goal : (Object-Clicked OK-Button)Fig. 3. Problem de�nition and solution for the simple interface



Draft, January 12, 1998 � 11actions, but rather respond as a tool [Woods and Roth 1988]. If we view the user in the role of a planner,the same ideal of restricting the extraneous variability of the environment holds. This ideal is so well-entrenched that in both the planning and user interface literature the terms \action" and \event" arecommonly used interchangeably [Tate et al. 1990]. In a planning context, the user control guideline tendsto produce two constraints: the limited occurrence of events not initiated directly by the planning agent,and the elimination of actions taken by other agents in the environment.|Perceived stability [Apple Computer 1992, p. 11]. Accepting user control does not mean ruling out contin-uous or automatic change in the environment; for process management and virtual reality systems changeis a fact of life [Vicente and Rasmussen 1990; Woods 1991]. In conventional user interfaces, however, theuser can almost always depend on stability, even as time passes. User interfaces are strongly state-based.Continuous change is unusual, and time-dependent, interface-initiated events (such as pop-up documen-tation) are rare. Instead, a user action usually leads to an immediate state change in the interface, whichremains quiescent until the next user action. In planning terms, this guideline constrains the environmentto change slowly enough (if at all) that we can generally rely on a plan being being appropriate for theenvironment, even if it has been generated some time before.Our view of the user as a planning agent reects the traditional interpretation of user interaction asproblem-solving behavior [Woods 1991]. Given a set of operators, a human reasoner will select operators tobe executed in sequence in order to reach a goal to be satis�ed. This view adheres to Card et al.'s rationalityprinciple: \A person acts so as to attain his goals through rational action, given the structure of the taskand his inputs of information and bounded by limitations on his knowledge and processing ability" [Cardet al. 1983, p. 27]. Intuitively, the rationality principle tells us that an agent will choose the easiest routethat results in the completion of the task it has set out to accomplish. In the user interface, or in GUIWorld, this means that the user will choose those actions that solve the problem at hand.3.2 Interface a�ordancesThe foregoing discussion has laid the groundwork for a more rigorous understanding of a�ordances. Recallthat we represent interaction with the user interface as a sequence of changes to its state, and an action, oroperator, in the interface is a state transition for which speci�c preconditions must hold before its execution.When we speak of an operator in this context, we mean an operator with its variables bound to speci�cvalues. Thus we will distinguish Move over Widget X and Move over Widget Y as two distinct operators,even though they are derived from the same operator schema. A simple a�ordance exists when it is possible,in some context, to execute an operator:A simple interface a�ordance for an operator A exists if a situation can arise in the interface inwhich A's preconditions hold.This de�nition retains the mutuality property of physical a�ordances. An a�ordance depends on thecapabilities, or operators, of the agent and the properties of the environment relevant to those capabilities.The same will be true for facilitating interface a�ordances.In any realistic environment, even if a simple a�ordance for an operator exists, extraneous events (which wealso represent as operators) can occur that will change some of the relevant state values in the preconditionsof that operator. For example, suppose that the operator of interest is Mouse down on Widget, withpreconditions that include Pointer over Widget. Just as we are about to press the mouse button toactivate the widget, an inadvertent arm movement pushes the pointer out of the interior of the widget. Inother words, an inadvertent Move operator causes Pointer over Widget to no longer hold, which meansthat the intended operation Mouse down on Widget cannot proceed. Imagine, however, that the interfacemanages to prevent or even undo the e�ects of the unintended movement action, so that the pointer remainsover the widget. Then this hypothetical interface has a facilitating a�ordance for the Mouse down on Widgetaction.A facilitating interface a�ordance for an operator A is a mechanism that decreases the cost ofoperators that establish or preserve A's preconditions, or that increases the cost of other operatorsthat do not.Facilitating a�ordances are ways of keeping user interaction on track, making sure that it is easier (lesscostly) to select appropriate operators than inappropriate ones. Keeping in mind the existence of the



12 �gulf of execution, we elect not to depend entirely on the hypothetically rational user who always choosesan appropriate action depending on the goal to be satis�ed. The facilitating and inhibiting properties ofa�ordances improve the likelihood that a sequence of abstract operators will be executed properly. In thissense the environment supports, or a�ords, action.Our de�nition of facilitating a�ordances is reminiscent of a situation that arises in automatic plan gener-ation. Suppose that a planner has selected some operator Ai to establish a precondition p for Aj , resultingin the plan fragment fAi; Ajg. If the planner then needs to incorporate an operator Ak that has as one ofits e�ects :p, then Ak is a threat to the relationship between Ai and Aj . Ak might potentially execute afterAi and before Aj , undoing the intended result of Ai, or clobbering the necessary precondition p. The usualremedy is to add ordering constraints to the plan to ensure that Ak occurs either before Ai or after Aj . Inthe case of interface a�ordances, we must be concerned with the wider range of any operators that may belegally performed, since we lack complete control over which may or may not be performed. Operators canbe inserted into the plan, entirely without the intention of the user/planner, clobbering preconditions. Thisis what happens when an inadvertent mouse movement causes the pointer to move o� a widget, or whenthe user's �nger slips and the mouse button is released accidentally. To avoid such problems, we increasethe cost of the execution of these threats, or provide new operators to recover from their e�ects|in otherwords, we incorporate a�ordances.One last piece of the de�nition of a�ordances remains: the relationship between plans, plan execution,and the execution cost of individual operators. We need to specify how the sequences of abstract operatorsin a plan are turned into a sequence of executed actions for our notion of execution cost to make sense.In the physical world, it is easiest to think of the inhibition or facilitation of operators in terms of the e�ortinvolved. A cost measure gives us a way of quantifying the ease or di�culty of executing these operators. Thecost of executing an operator could include the time to execute individual actions, the di�culty encountered,the quality of the e�ects, and other factors.Conceptually, plan execution proceeds as follows. We treat the combination of the user and the interface asa joint cognitive system, taking actions that depend on the characteristics of both parties [Woods and Roth1988; Woods 1991]. This system generates a plan and executes it (interleaved generation and executionis possible but irrelevant). At each point in the execution, the joint system probabilistically selects thenext operator in the plan or an alternative to execute. The probability of an alternative operator beingselected is a proportional function of its cost, which represents its associated e�ort. The higher the cost ofan alternative operator, the lower the probability of its being selected for execution. The result is a mostlyrational process, but contaminated with noise. For any given plan, this noise can cause the substitutionof operators (Move to background instead of Move to widget), the addition of extraneous operators (Moveto background preceding Mouse down), or even the deletion of planned operators (Mouse down/Mouse upinstead of Mouse down/Drag/Mouse up).This account implicitly follows Agre and Chapman's assertion that plans are not necessarily programs, butrather provide guidance for decisions about acting [Agre and Chapman 1990]. Even though the decisionsrequired for the interaction are elementary, they are not always correct because the environment is notentirely benign. A�ordances bias the execution of actions toward those that are in the plan, and no others.Examples will clarify the application of our de�nition of a�ordances. We will discuss a�ordances for theoperators Mouse down on, Mouse up on, and Drag.Mouse down on. Consider the task of moving the pointer until it is over a widget, preparatory to selectingor clicking on the widget. Though straightforward, this action is surprisingly unreliable over the longterm. In a study of the application of Fitts' Law to performance using di�erent input devices, for example,MacKenzie found that the a small but noticeable proportion of their data was unusable due to pointingerrors: \Unadjusted error rates for pointing were in the desired range of 4% with means of 3.5% for themouse, 4.0% for the tablet, and 3.9% for the trackball" [MacKenzie et al. 1991, p. 164]. A later study founda mean error rate of 1.8% for pointing with the mouse [MacKenzie and Buxton 1994]. Worden and hercolleagues found a mean error rate of 5% (for both young and old users) in a study that directly examinedtargeting di�culties with the mouse [Worden et al. 1997].In these cases, the mouse down action fails because the preceding action,Move over Widget, fails to have itsintended e�ect of placing the pointer over the widget, in up to one out of every twenty trials. To improve thissituation, we can reduce the e�ort needed to move the pointer over the widget. This introduces a facilitating



Draft, January 12, 1998 � 13a�ordance for the mouse down action, in that the movement action establishes one of its preconditions.Worden proposes \sticky icons" for this problem [Worden et al. 1997]. When the pointer is over widgetthat is sticky, the gain is reduced, requiring an increased movement distance to leave. The interface recordsthe speed of the pointer and activates the sticky mechanism when the speed drops below a dynamically setthreshold. M�unch and Dillmann's haptic mouse implements a comparable a�ordance [M�unch and Dillmann1997]. On predicting the target widget of a user's mouse movement, the system activates an electromagnetic�eld to stop the mouse on the target, thus eliminating the possibility of overshooting and the need for detailedadjustment. These mechanisms have an additional bene�t: once the pointer is over the widget, it becomesmore di�cult to move away. In the plan representation, this translates to an inhibition of an extraneousMove to Background action before the mouse down action.Suppose that the system cannot accurately predict the target of a mouse movement and so cannot a�ordthe movement toward a speci�c widget. If the mouse down action occurs while the pointer is outside awidget's target area, the intended action will fail. In this case another a�ordance suggests itself: makingthe selectable area of objects extend beyond their visible edges. An equivalent mechanism is to interpose anadditional movement that puts the pointer over the target widget, e�ectively de�ning an area of \magnetism"around objects. We will call this a capture e�ect. Narrow objects such as line segments in graphical drawinginterfaces often have such an a�ordance. Because selecting an arbitrarily �ne line segment can be di�cult,mousing down near it will cause its selection. Worden et al. take a complementary approach, the areacursor [Worden et al. 1997]. The area cursor has a \hot spot" larger than the conventional single pixel,which provides a greater area for intersection with selectable objects.These approaches work for objects and widgets well separated spatially, but can run into di�culties indense or highly structured situations. (Worden et al. found no di�erence between the standard pointer andthe area cursor in discriminating between adjacent widgets|undegraded performance, but also unimproved.)It might seem obvious that if the pointer is over a widget, then that widget is the intended target. Thisis not always the case, however. A familiar slip when attempting to grab the scroll box of a scrollbar is toselect the gray region instead, inadvertently causing rapid scrolling. A related slip in dragging near the edgeof a window, to change its size, is to select an underlying window by mistake, with cascading errors possibleas the pointer drags over the the contents of the underlying window. A�ordances for appropriate behaviorin these cases must attend to spatial relationships between potentially unrelated widgets, and could modifyselection regions depending on proximity and earlier targeting movements.Our last example of an a�ordance for the mouse down action is aimed at selection in a domain-speci�cenvironment, a statistical user interface [St. Amant and Cohen 1998]. In an exploratory analysis of a dataset,one often constructs displays such as histograms, scatter plots, and the like, to help visualize patterns inthe data. One important part of the process is identifying and if possible accounting for outlying datavalues [Hoaglin et al. 1983; Hampel et al. 1986]. These can a�ect nonrobust estimators of various propertiesof a dataset, including its central tendency (e.g., mean) and spread (e.g. variance). Outliers may also beinteresting in their own right as well; identifying outliers in the results of an academic aptitude test, forexample, can point out students who may need specialized assistance.In a direct manipulation statistical user interface, a useful operation is to be able to select individual datapoints in a potentially crowded display, to be examined in more detail. (Outliers may appear singly or inclusters.) Let's consider the general problem of picking out a data point anywhere in a scatter plot, such asthe one in Figure 4a.The di�culty in selecting an individual point in this plot is the density of data. Consider a problem ofselecting a speci�c point in a cluster of n points, all of which overlap one another. From an a�ordance pointof view, the problem is in selecting from n distinct operators, Move over Point 1 . . . Move over Point n. Foreach of these operators the relevant preconditions are Pointer over Point i and Unobstructed Point i.We would like to decrease the di�culty in establishing these preconditions, but not at the cost of makingother selections more di�cult, because we have insu�cient information to concentrate on just one of them.Phrased in these terms, the solution again is straightforward: we need a mechanism that separates the pointsfor selection, so that facilitating the selection of one of them does not inhibit the selection of any other.We do this through a small magni�cation window that pops up when the pointer pauses over a densearea of the scatter plot, as shown in Figure 4b. The window displays all points in a �xed radius around thepointer position. Points are spread out in the magni�cation window by increasing their distance from the
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Fig. 4. Data windowcentral point and by adding small amounts of random \jitter" to their position. The result is a display thatpreserves the general pattern of points, so that individual ones are recognizable by position, and also makesthem more accessible.The basic idea of this a�ordance generalizes to other problems that involve unreliable selection as well.For example, cursor placement can be di�cult in a word processing system that displays text in di�erenttypefaces. Placing the cursor between two narrow-width characters (e.g., \ti" or \") can result in positioningerrors, especially if the displayed characters are small. The usual solution is to require the user to redisplaythe document on a larger scale, or to mouse down and then �ne tune the placement with the arrow keys.A variant of the a�ordance we propose above would work equally well here, and could be faster. It wouldpresent a small pop up window containing the characters under the pointer, well-separated and in Romantypeface, with an indication (a secondary cursor) of the current selection. This mechanism should be no moreobtrusive than the small documentation windows that pop up over some widgets; it is in fact a generalizationof that functionality, simply adding an interactive element to the information displayed.Mouse up on. A mouse up action over a target is subject to the same vagaries as mousing down over atarget. Novice users sometimes position the pointer just on the edge of a widget, so that a tiny randommovement will cause the mouse up action to be interpreted as a cancelation, rather than a con�rmation.Worse, such slips can be di�cult to detect, because they involve no direct volition on the part of the user.An a�ordance for preventing this behavior is a re�nement of the sticky icon: when the state of the mousebutton is down, the gain of the pointer increases, speci�cally to inhibit a Move cancelation action when themore usual Mouse up is intended. The re�nement of a sticky type of a�ordance is much less intrusive thanthe original conception. We can easily imagine a dense interface in which constraints on pointer movementwith the mouse up would be cumbersome. The re�nement has the e�ect of making only the preliminarygesture of a cancelation (moving the pointer o� the widget while the mouse is being held down) more di�cult,rather than all movement near the widget.Drag. Dragging is in principle identical to pointing, though di�erently parameterized models may be nec-essary to describe the activities accurately [MacKenzie et al. 1991]. Because dragging involves the samepreconditions as for pointing|both are simply mouse movements|the same a�ordances apply. These a�or-dances can potentially be much more bene�cial, however, because dragging is more di�cult than pointing.In the same studies cited earlier, MacKenzie and his colleagues found error rates for dragging with di�erentpointer devices to be 10.8% for the mouse, 13.6% for the tablet, and 17.3% for the trackball [MacKenzieet al. 1991]. Their later study found a mean error rate 4.2% for dragging with the mouse [MacKenzie andBuxton 1994]. The a�ordances for the mouse down operator should have similar bene�ts here.Additional a�ordances can also be helpful in the specialized situations dragging is used. For example, tomove rapidly through a text document, the user may grab the scroll box of the scrollbar. In some interfaces,moving the pointer some distance perpendicular to the scrolling direction is interpreted as a cancel operation,a behavior consistent with button widgets. Unfortunately, when one's attention is on the contents of the



Draft, January 12, 1998 � 15Context Precondition A�ordanceMouse down on W Pointer over W Move (toward) facilitatedPointer over W Move (away) inhibitedPointer over W Movement inserted, before Mouse downPointer over W Target magni�edMouse up on W Pointer over W Move (away) inhibitedDrag Pointer over W Move (toward) facilitatedPointer over W Move (away) inhibitedPointer over W Move (directional) inhibitedPointer over W Movement inserted, before Mouse downMouse down UnclickTable 2. Operators and their a�ordancesscrolling window, unintentional perpendicular movement is di�cult to avoid. The cancelation results thedisconcerting behavior of the document \jumping" back to its original state. An inhibiting a�ordance,however, would dynamically change the mouse gain so that perpendicular movement requires more e�ortthan scrolling movement. With this a�ordance, cancelation would require a directed e�ort rather than aninadvertent movement.The di�erence in di�culty between pointing and dragging can be partly attributed to releasing the mousebutton accidentally, as can easily happen when the mouse button is held down for an extended period whendragging the scroll box of a scrollbar. This slip can be expensive in terms of recovery time: an object mayneed to be retrieved from a container; one's place may be lost in a large document; a large multiple selectionmay need to be redone.When examined from the point of view of a�ordances that preserve or establish preconditions, the solutionis obvious: a mechanism should be provided to allow the user to recover the lost state in which the widgetor object was grabbed. We can think of this as an \unclick" or \pick up" operator. If a Mouse up operatoris immediately followed by a Mouse down operator (i.e., if the interval between the two events is less thansome small value), then the sequence should be ignored, and the state before theMouse up operator restored.Unclicking is an a�ordance in that it preserves, through an undo type of action, an earlier object-grabbedstate, often at a much lower cost than undoing, or canceling and redoing, the sequence of actions. It requiresus to add an operator to the representation (or change the interpretation of an existing operator) but it isan easy and potentially useful change.These operations are summarized in Table 2. While we have described these a�ordances as being speci�cto the three operators listed, they are really applicable to any operator with the same preconditions. Noticethat this list is much more structured than an ad hoc list of user interface behaviors. Each a�ordance istargeted not at improving the interface in some general way, but at providing a more direct way of executinga speci�c operator, by establishing or preserving an appropriate state.3.3 A�ordances and interface dynamicsIn our examples we have only touched on the issue of when a�ordances should be activated. In some casesan a�ordance can be active at all times, because it does not interfere with other possible actions, as withunclicking, or because it is relatively unobtrusive, as when the mouse gain increases with a mouse downaction on a widget. Most situations, however, require some inference on the part of the system about theintentions of the user. Target acquisition is the best example of this, where the system must predict whichwidget the user intends to select in order to facilitate the action.We believe that the dynamics of user interaction, as represented in sequences of plan actions, can beexploited to a much greater degree than is common in conventional interfaces. For example, if the user movesthe pointer toward a widget, stops one pixel short, and presses the mouse button on the background of thewindow to no e�ect, the user's intention is|or should be|unmistakable. For full generality, the interfacewould need to be able to recognize user plans of all types, an extremely di�cult problem. Nevertheless,the a�ordances we have discussed require only a limited, feasible form of plan recognition. Activating anappropriate a�ordance simply requires that the system interpret the procedural context in which actionstake place, rather than treating them in isolation.



16 �This attention to the dynamics of user interaction can have other bene�ts as well. Sometimes a�ordancesproduce undesired behavior. For example, in a graphical drawing interface with a grid in place, one sometimeswants to place an object in an unaligned position, near but not exactly on an intersection. One tries to dragsthe object near the intersection, �nds that it is warped into position, pulls the object away, and tries again.Eventually one must release the object, turn o� the grid, and try again. This is an appropriate place forthe deactivation of the capture a�ordance. A�ordance behavior need not be �xed at design time; it canbe modi�ed depending on context. A general rule of thumb is clear. Suppose that the user attempts somesequence of operators during which an a�ordance is activated, and which ends with a cancelation operator.In such cases, the a�ordance should be deactivated, at least temporarily, under the assumption that it isinappropriate in the current context. In general, consideration of the dynamics of user interaction can givethe system useful information about the appropriate activation of a�ordances.This leads to the issue of the perception of a�ordances, in both physical environments and user interfaces.The ecological approach lays a strong emphasis on the exploratory aspect of perceiving a�ordances [Market al. 1990]. While for many objects and environmental features we can immediately identify the interactionsthey a�ord, for many others we interact with them, gathering necessary information, to gain a better sense ofthe uses for which they are appropriate. In an extensive study of the a�ordances for sitting, for example, Markand colleagues attached 10cm high blocks to subjects' shoes and asked them to judge whether an adjustableseat was at an appropriate height for sitting [Mark 1987; Mark et al. 1990]. Through exploratory locomotion,head turning, and leaning, subjects were able to retune their judgments to remain highly accurate. Theseexploratory activities were also necessary in the control condition, with subjects wearing normal shoes, eventhough sitting is a highly practiced, familiar activity.In the user interface, the visual properties of many widgets give a direct indication of their behavior. Themost commonly cited example of a directly perceivable interface a�ordance is that of a button widget forbeing pressed. The suggestive visual properties include its apparent protrusion from a background surfaceand a clear, outlining border, giving the impression that the button is not directly attached to the surfaceon which it is mounted [Gaver 1991]. Widgets with ridged or textured surfaces are another example of animmediately perceivable a�ordance. Such ridges on a physical object provide traction, so that a �nger orhand does not slide o� when attempting to move the object laterally by pushing down from above. Thisvisual indication provides a perceivable a�ordance for being dragged, and so can sometimes be found on scrollboxes and grow or drag regions of windows. Based on such observations, several authors have suggested thatthe a�ordances of a software object are more readily perceived if it looks and behaves as it would in the realworld [Carroll et al. 1988; Gaver 1991; Anderson 1993]. In other words, a mapping between physical objectsand interface objects allows knowledge of real a�ordances to transfer via metaphor to the interface.The interactive nature of the user interface supports the more dynamic perception of a�ordances as well.When the pointer is moved over a button widget in some interfaces, for example, the button becomes outlined,to indicate that an action (i.e., pressing the button) is now possible. The pointer cursor may also changeshape. This form of highlighting is common for text widgets, radio buttons, and other types of widgets. Amore interesting example is the behavior of a scroll box, as part of a scrolling window, when grabbed by thepointer through a mouse down event. Even if the textured surface of the box is insu�cient to indicate thatthe widget is designed to be dragged, any random movement of the hand holding the mouse will cause thecontents of the window to scroll. This kind of exploratory activity, even if accidental, provides informationto the user about how the widget is meant to be used.Though our conceptual framework does not directly address the perception of a�ordances, it does suggestan extension of these visual indications. For example, some widgets are meant to be used by being dragged.The box of a scrollbar, the grow region of a window, and some icons on a desktop behave in this way. Thea�ordance for dragging can be perceived through exploration, in that, if the mouse button is held down,small random movements will su�ce to show the functionality of the widget. What if, however, the userexecutes a single click, only the beginning and end of the necessary sequence of operators? In order to showthe e�ects of its correct use, the widget could execute a do/undo sequence of operators. A window, forexample, might momentarily shrink slightly and then return to its original size when its grow region receivesa single click. A scrolling text window could scroll down and then up one line. A movable graphical objectcould move and then return. The important point is that the entire sequence becomes visible to the user,with the state of the system remaining unaltered. This kind of visibility has been suggested for animatedinterfaces, in which incorrect or illegal operators are not simply ignored, but the interface behaves in such a



Draft, January 12, 1998 � 17way as to allow them but then undo their results.As a �nal note for this section, in discussing these visual indications we must take care not to confusethe information that speci�es the a�ordance with the a�ordance itself. For example, we say that buttonwidgets have a a�ordance for being pressed. Notice that this is a simple a�ordance. The user is free tocarry out a mouse down action anywhere on the screen; button presses are allowed, but not facilitated.The a�ordance of button widgets for being pressed is not speci�c to buttons, and thus the background ofthe screen has the identical a�ordance for being pressed. The di�erence between the two cases is that thea�ordance for pressing the button is visible, whereas there is nothing to indicate that a mouse down actionon the background is possible or will have any useful e�ect.



18 �4. CALIBRATING AFFORDANCESAt this point we have a useful framework for building a�ordances, but only in a qualitative sense: given adi�cult operation, we can devote our design skills to facilitating its correct execution. If we observe, forexample, an undesirably high frequency of errors in clicking on a button widget, we implement a stickyversion of the button to capture nearby mouse clicks. But there remain a number of practical problems tobe solved, including setting the range of the capture e�ect and deciding how it should interact with othernearby widgets.The most direct approach, user testing, would be a massive undertaking for most of the facilitatinga�ordances we have discussed so far. Any a�ordance in the interface may have a large number of parametersthat need to be set correctly for its e�ective use. Further, these a�ordances often handle relatively rareevents, what are sometimes considered user errors. If in a given scenario we expect an error in 5% of thecases, and an a�ordance may have �ve plausible settings for a parameter, then we may need hundreds oreven thousands of trials to distinguish these settings in evaluating the a�ordance.What we would like instead is a way to map out the performance space of an a�ordance automatically.This can be done with a programmable user model, or pum [Young et al. 1989; Kieras and Meyer 1997]. Apum simulates a user, to some appropriate degree of accuracy, in order to provide a designer with feedbackbefore taking on more extensive (and expensive) usability testing. The core of our pum will exploit one of themost obvious bene�ts of a planning implementation: the ability to generate courses of action automatically.We have already mentioned the planner ucpop and given an example of the relatively abstract plans it cangenerate. These plans incorporate very little information about widgets beyond their names and types. Eventhe position of the pointer is represented in symbolic rather than numerical terms. A plan can say, \Move tothe OK button, mouse down and then mouse up," but not, \Move to position (432, 624) and mouse down,pause for 200 milliseconds, then mouse up." For a pum to use an interface, however, this level of detail mayneed to be speci�ed.This functionality is provided by a simple model of the user. The model uses Fitts' law and other robust�ndings from the human factors literature to estimate the performance characteristics of plan operators asthey execute. Like all pums, our model relies on a large number of simplifying assumptions. pums areincomplete models for a number of reasons. Practically speaking, building a complete pum would requirebuilding an arti�cial user, including cognition and sensory/motor activities, not an immediate prospect in AIand robotics research. From a theoretical viewpoint, an incomplete pum is a natural and desirable outcomeof good experiment design. By dealing with a pum that simulates only a few, isolated factors of a real user,we are able to make better predictions about the e�ects of the interface on those factors.The last piece of the picture is an accessible user interface that can run in the same computationalenvironment as the pum, including its internal user model and the planner. For this we use garnet, aexible and powerful user interface development system for Common Lisp [Myers et al. 1990].In the following sections we will illustrate how we can use a pum to map out the space of a�ordanceparameters, to calibrate an a�ordance to a �rst approximation, giving us a much smaller space we needto examine in testing with real users. The task will be very simple, for the sake of exposition: clicking onbuttons in a dialog box. The a�ordance we propose to add is sticky behavior for those buttons. Our analysiswill be relatively informal, but will identify useful techniques for evaluating and calibrating an a�ordance.4.1 The problemThe complexity of an intelligent agent interacting with a simulation can be broken down into four factors:the environment, the agent, its behavior in the environment, and its task [Cohen et al. 1989]. The �rst threeof these factors form what Cohen calls the behavioral ecological triangle. For our domain this translates intothe user interface (a garnet application), the programmable user model and the activities it entails, and aspeci�c task.The environment. The environment is the simple dialog window shown in Figure 5. The dialog, a Motifwindow, can be may be moved and reshaped by dragging its borders. The list box can have di�erent singleitems selected and will scroll vertically. The user can click the \OK" button or the \Cancel" button in anystate. A double click interactor provides a shortcut for the \OK" con�rmation.The agent and its behavior. The agent, the pum, is the most complex part of the system. It has twocomponents, a plan execution algorithm and a user model.
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Fig. 5. A simple dialogPlan execution proceeds as follows. A plan is an ordered sequence of operators that specify an action tobe performed and the relevant objects in the enviroment. A movement operator, Move from Backgroundto OK-Button, for example, speci�es that the pointer should be moved from its current position on thebackground of the window to a position over the OK button widget. To make this operator executable weattach to it a method that computes the current location of the pointer on the window, a target locationbased on the position of the button widget, and moves the pointer to that target.We also attach to each plan operator a monitoring method that evaluates its successful completion. Forexample, we test whether the movement operator above has completed successfully by checking whether thecoordinates of the pointer are within the boundaries of the widget. Another method associated with eachoperator computes the duration of its execution. These two methods give us two basic performance measuresfor the execution of a plan: whether it completes successfully and how long it takes.The planner executes in an open loop mode: it generates a plan to satisfy a given top-level goal andexecutes it without responding to the success or failure of its operators. Once the plan has been executed,the planner checks whether any operators have failed, to indicate the failure of the entire plan. If this hashappened, a new plan is generated based on the current state of the interface. It begins execution, andeventually the task is completed. In general this is a poor approach to interacting with the real world, butin our domain it reects natural behavior. At the level of detail we are modeling, users do not spend thetime or e�ort, for example, to see whether the pointer is entirely within a widget before clicking. They pointand click, and discover errors retrospectively.Execution, success, and duration methods vary with the individual operators. Duration of pointer move-ment is based on a well-known �nding from the psychology literature, Fitts' law [Fitts 1954]. Fitts' law isan extremely robust, empirical rule governing the movement of rapidly aimed limb movements [MacKenzie1995]. Modern researchers use the following version:T = a+ b log2 (A=W + 1):T is the total time to move a limb (e.g., a �nger, an arm, foot, or mouse) to a target W units wide and Aunits distant. The values of the constants a and b are determined empirically for a speci�c task. For pointingwith the mouse, a = �0:107 and b = 0:223 are appropriate [MacKenzie 1995]. Under Fitts' law conditions,subjects must make targeting movements that maintain high accuracy (a 95% target hit rate requirement iscommon) while minimizing the duration of the movements. We assume that execution of the Move operatorfollows this model.We make a few additional assumptions for this execution method. First, we use the distance between thestarting position of the pointer and the center of the target widget for A. Second, we assume that movementis in a straight line through the center, with no positioning error perpendicular to the axis of movement. Thishas the e�ect of changing a two-dimensional targeting problem into a single-dimensional problem amenableto Fitts' law analysis [MacKenzie 1995]. Third, we assume a symmetrical, normal distribution of positioningerror along the axis of movement. This assumption of normality is consistent with other modeling e�orts forsimilar tasks and is common in most kinds of regression modeling, though it is not entirely accurate [Meyeret al. 1988]. The mean of the distribution is the center of the target widget, and its variance is such that 95%of the distribution is contained within the borders of the widget along the axis of movement. This distancebetween the borders is then W . With A, W , and the constants given above, we can compute the duration of
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Fig. 6. Pathsthe mouse movement operator. Movement distance toward the target widget is modeled by sampling fromthe normal distribution. In accordance with Fitts' law conditions, accuracy does not depend on the distancefrom the target, but is �xed in advance.The other operators for the task we will consider have much simpler behavior. Each Mouse down andMouse up operator takes 0.2 seconds [Eberts 1994]. If the composite click takes place on the target widget,the OK button or the Cancel button, there is no additional penalty. If the click is on the background,however, the model takes a �xed 0.5 seconds to react to lack of the expected system response, and a further0.2 seconds for the decision to try again [Card et al. 1983]. If the click is on an incorrect button, the penaltyis an arbitrary 5.0 seconds, which represents the time either to recover from an incorrect cancelation or toundo the results of an incorrect con�rmation. Pointer movement is constrained to be within the border ofthe window, to eliminate the complexity of multiple windows and applications.Some aspects of the pum could be greatly re�ned through an analysis of speci�c tasks we wish to test.For our purposes, however, these rough estimates will be enough to illustrate our approach.The task. A scenario begins with the pointer positioned at a random spot on the list box, just after theselection of an item. There are two tasks de�ned, the �rst moving to and clicking on the \OK" button, theother moving to and clicking on the \Cancel" button. Each task involves only three distinct actions: Move,Mouse down, and Mouse up.Though simple, the tasks are subject to failure in two di�erent ways: the pointer might end up on thebackground of the window or its border, where a click has no e�ect, or the incorrect button may be clicked.The di�culties with Mouse down and Mouse up operators, discussed in an earlier section, will not arise dueto the limitations of the pum. The distribution of clicks on the OK button, starting from random positionsover the list box, is shown in Figure 6.This problem might be amenable to analytical solution, but it is at the far edge of feasibility. In additionto the non-uniform structure of the interface and its varied responses to errors in positioning the pointer, ananalysis must take into account the recovery actions necessary to complete the task. A longer sequence ofactions, or the consideration of more varied a�ordances, would be enough to render the analytical approachimpossible. A solution by simulation appears to be far more viable.4.2 EvaluationOur a�ordance is a simple capture e�ect that activates a button if a click occurs within some short distanceof its border. Suppose we add a capture a�ordance to both of the buttons on the task interface. We letthe ratio of con�rmation tasks to cancel tasks be 20:1. What should the capture range be for each buttonfor best performance? We will measure performance in three di�erent ways: the mean duration of the taskof clicking on either button, the mean number of errors that occur, and whether a button ever incorrectlycaptures a click. Our evaluation of results depends critically on how we weight these performance measures.We will assume that they are all of equal importance.We divide the area between the two buttons in the dialog box in Figure 5 into four parts. With di�erentcalibrations of its capturing a�ordance, each button can claim clicks that fall into some number of the fourareas. This establishes a set of conditions between which we can vary the capture e�ect of the a�ordance.We vary the level of each of the two buttons: Lo(j) refers to the condition in which the OK button capturesclicks within any of the i (i � 4) divisions closest to the button, Lc(j) likewise for the Cancel button. Lo(0)and Lc(0) correspond to the cases in which the OK and Cancel buttons do not capture any clicks outside
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a. Duration contours b Error contoursFig. 7. ContoursLo(0) Lo(1) Lo(2) Lo(3) Lo(4)Lc(0) 0 0 0 0 0Lc(1) 0 0 0 0 -Lc(2) 1 1 1 - -Lc(3) 5 5 - - -Lc(4) 10 - - - -Table 3. Occurrences of incorrect capturestheir regions. The capture e�ects are constrained such that there is no overlap between the buttons. Wethus have a two factor, �ve level, incomplete factorial experiment design.Describe models.Figure 7a shows a contour plot of how mean duration varies with Lc and Lo. The mean duration of tasksis lowest with a larger capture range for the OK button and a small or zero capture range for the Cancelbutton. This is partly an e�ect of the relative distribution of clicking tasks; con�rmation is 20 times aslikely as cancelation. Changes in duration are caused mainly by errors in clicking. We can have the greateste�ect in reducing the number of errors by altering the a�ordance for con�rmation, because most errors occurduring con�rmation. The contour graph for errors, shown in Figure 7b, con�rms this intuition. There is littleto be gained in error reduction by changing the capture range for the Cancel button. Error rates remain thesame. Instead, we see contour boundaries only in the di�erences between OK button levels. Note that thedi�erences in mean duration between conditions are miniscule, on the order of 10�2 seconds. A single error,every twenty trials, contributes only a small amount (a 0:7 or 5 second penalty) to the total. The di�erencesin error rates, however, are potentially signi�cant. The graphs tell us that we can reduce a 5% error rate to2% by adding the appropriate capture a�ordance to the OK button.The last measure is of what we can think of as a potentially serious error: clicking the incorrect button.Table 3 shows the frequency of the occurrence during testing. Here again of the distribution of con�rmationand cancelation is a factor. In contrast to the above �nding that we can reduce error rates by changing thecapture range of the OK button, for serious errors we must change the Cancel button.In summary, this calibration experiment tells us that signi�cant reduction of duration in this task is nota practical goal; the di�erences we see in mean duration, though statistically signi�cant, are not detectable



22 �in practice. If our goal is to reduce the relative percentage of errors, however, we can achieve a measurablereduction (5% to 3%) simply by setting the capture a�ordance to its highest level for the OK button, andeliminating any capture e�ect for the Cancel button. By extending the capture e�ect beyond the regionimmediately between the two buttons, we can reduce the error rate even further, to less than 1%. Thesechanges, though small and unobtrusive, can quickly add up for mouse-intensive tasks and environments. Wesuspect that the reductions in error will also have a disproportionate inuence on user perception of thepredictability of system behavior. This last conclusion, of course, must await testing with real users.



Draft, January 12, 1998 � 235. CONCLUSIONPart of this article is structured as an incomplete empirical study: we have developed a tool that purports toimprove design practice, and we have shown a few of the changes it suggests and a small, relatively completeexample. The control condition, however, is missing: could we have hit upon these improvements withoutthe conceptual mechanisms we have suggested? Of course. Nevertheless, because the suggestions are easilyimplemented and unobtrusive in operation, have obvious bene�ts, and yet can be found in no interface thatwe are aware of, our argument gains some power. We believe that the conceptual framework for a�ordancesis responsible.This framework gives us a better understanding of how a�ordances �t into the user interface. It can beused to describe existing interface mechanisms, and provides a more rigorous uni�cation of ideas that wereformerly only intuitively related. Further, it suggests new mechanisms and new ways of thinking about howto facilitate actions.The framework also helps us quantify some aspects of a�ordances, a neglected area in interface research.The calibration approach outlined in the previous section helps us evaluate a�ordance parameters in a con-trolled fashion. In combination with an appropriate user model and interface testbed, we can inexpensivelymap out the performance characteristics of an a�ordance, before testing it in a real user interface with realusers.This work concentrates on a�ordances for low-level actions, rather than, say, a�ordances for learning,communication, survival, or other complex activities. One advantage of the narrow focus is a surprisinggenerality of application. The situations we consider, mouse movements and gestures for common interfacewidgets, are ubiquitous in direct manipulation interfaces. Another advantage is that we have been able toignore user cognition issues almost entirely, with the exception of the a�ordance calibration phase. Ourfuture work will relax this concentration on low-level activities, to see whether the conceptual frameworkcan be extended to handle more abstract a�ordances.
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